
First freedom? 
Life, liberty, pursuit of happiness, freedom; ultimate ideals, but ask 

someone what their “first freedom” was, and you’re lucky if they 

really know what that is or even if there is a “first freedom” when a 

puzzled face returns, in answer to your question! Each one of us, 

intrinsic to our human existence, required our unique “conception” 

followed by nine days, nine weeks, nine months and then our birth(!) 

our very first freedom! Denied our birth, a God given freedom, and 

any other ideals would for us, have been meaningless! 

 

To deny any unborn their birth, their “first freedom” is the radical 

pro-choice world view from conception to partial birth, sadly the 

result of a death-accepting-culture inspired by and is the legacy of the 

infamous Roe v. Wade decision in 1973! That radical world view 

would not stop at infanticide, if permitted, proving beyond doubt, the 

diabolical nature of the pro-choice (anti-life) ideology and countless 

non-accountable (legal) crimes against humanity, from conception 

through violent death! (One seventh of our true population is 

missing!) 

 

Little wonder that the Abortionist-Democrat-Alliance has no concern 

about ultimate ideals but only abortion, climate change and nothing 

else! Choice cooperating with evil, always results in greater evil! 

Expect things to get worse not better, evil never rests and a death-

accepting-culture is receiving exactly what it deserves. 

 

So, choices have been made; a religious approach versus a world view 

approach, the faith-filled prayerful approach versus the deadly-

violence approach, the love-life approach versus the anti-life 

approach! The first leads to everlasting life with the Lord, the latter, 

everlasting death without the Lord. So, a remaining few have publicly 

chosen to witness for life. (toofewwitnesses.com) Profoundly sad to 

observe, that many have viewed their witness with indifference or 

hostility! (Will the Lord find any faith on Earth when he returns? 

Truly the ultimate question.) 
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